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On the northern side of the burial pit and very close to the pit circle, a skeleton may be of a child
is uncovered at a depth of 65 cm. in north-south orientation. It is kept over a bed of rubble and kankar
mixed with loose ashy soil raised to a height of 17 cm. Due to heavy filling the, skull is found in fragments.
The maxilu and mandible are intact. Ribs, vertebrae, pelvic and scapula are much damaged. The
left femur is partially traced. The tibia, febula and ankle are missing. The right femur, tibia and febula
are totally absent. The length of the skeleton is 80 cm.
In the lower level at a depth of 1.75 m, a redware pot with globular body, short nock and narrow
mouth is found buried in the circular pit of 1.80 m. diameter kept on a gianite slab. This pot is filled
with charred bones and loose ashy soil. In the same level on the western side, a polished black-and-red
lid-cum-bowl with flat base is recovered. Little away from this, a microlith made of chert and few
skeletal bones are traced.
Two more skeletons are exposed right from, the pit level orienting north-south and south-north.
These are buried at a depth of 2 m. Of the former skeleton, the skull is dislodged and is resting on the
rib bones. The maxila and teeth are intact. The second skeleton is also placed in the same level. The
skull is found much broken. The ribs, hand and leg bones are visible. At the middle portion of the
skeleton, a polished red vase and two shallow black dishes are exposed. This seems to be a family
burial of a secondary nature.
Burial JVb. 6: This burial lies 50 m. to the north of burial 5. Of all the burials excavated,
this is the smallest in size measuring 3.85m. in diameter. It is aligned with 16 small boulders. The door
passage is absent here. 15 such small circles are found scattered throughout the burial complex. For
its simple lay out, it is attempted for excavation and yielded a rich variety of pottery. Except for few
bones, no skeletal remains are encountered.
A rectangular pit measuring 2.20 m. x 1.00 m., partly covered with granite slabs at a depth of 1.20 m.
is found. The pit is filled with pottery comprising vases, bowls, dishes and lids made of polished redware,
blackware and black-and-red ware. The total number of pots are 40. They are kept in two rows on
the east and the ware. In many cases pots are kept on a ring stand and piled with dishes, bowls and
lid-cum bowls. Keeping large number of pots in small burial without any skeleton may lead to surmise
that such circles might have been laid to offer gravs goods fora group of persons buried in different
burials. If the small circles are further opened, more evidences may ccmse to light.

